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EXPERIENCE NORWAY IN 
MINIATURE WHILE CRUISING A 

100% ELECTRIC CABINCRUISER.
Nautic Travel AG

www.nautictravel.ch

CONTACT NAUTIC TRAVEL AG

Email: info@nautictravel.ch Phone 

number: +41 55 220 8030



OUR BOATS 

GREENLINE

CANAL BOATS TELEMARK CANAL BOATS TELEMARK



GREENLINE 39
Greenline 39 is 100% electric and can 
accommodate up to 6 people. The boat has 2 
large double cabins where the beds can be set 
up as double beds or single beds, in addition you 
can sleep up to 2 people in the lounge. The boat 
is perfect for 2 to 3 couples or a family up to 6 
people who want to spend their holiday along 
the canal or the sea. 

Greenline 39 has everything on one level, which 
makes it easy to move around on board safe 
and easy. Greenline 39 has a tasteful and clean 
interior which gives fantastic light and plenty of 
space to move comfortably around the boat.

Year of construction: 2021
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GREENLINE 33
Greenline 33 is 100% electric and is a perfect 
family boat for up to 7 people or for one or two 
couples who want to spend their holiday along 
the canal or the sea. 

Greenline 33 has a practically furnished interior 
with good visibility and fantastic light.

A total of 7 beds. 1 large double sleeping cabin 
where the beds can either be assembled as 1 
double bed or converted into 2 single beds. The 
second sleeping cabin has 2 180cm beds and is 
therefore intended for children. You can also get 
up to 3 people in the lounge (Please note that 
if you are 7 people in the boat the space will be 
tight).

360-degree panoramic view in the lounge which,
in addition to a full overview, provides lots of
natural light. The solar panels on the roof, which
allow you to produce enough 230V AC so that
you can use the refrigerator, the freezer, the
hotplates, the oven, the TVset, etc. on board the
boat, just like at home, without being connected
to shore power (which is very practical and which
gives you an incredibly good comfort when you
are in ports, among other places)

Year of construction: 2021
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PRICELIST SEASON 2023

BOAT RENTAL NOK EUR
Mid season  28.04-15.06 and 21.08-16.10 (minimum 2 nights)
Greenline 39 39900 per week 4090 per week

Greenline 33 29898 per week 3065 per week

Greenline 39  Price for 2 nights: 11400 + 5700 for each 
extra night

1128 + 564 for each 
extra night

Greenline 33  Price for 2 nights: 8543 + 4271 for each 
extra night

845 + 422 for each 
extra night

High season 25.06-20.08 Check in and check out, Wednesday and Saturday.
Greenline 39 59900,- per week 6142 per week

Greenline 33 39900 per week 4090 per week

Greenline 39  Price for Wednesday to Saturday 34229 3310

Greenline 33  Price for Wednesday to Saturday 22800 2205

Greenline 39  Price for Saturday to Wednesday 25672 2483

Greenline 33  Price for Saturday to Wednesday 17100 1654

Extras
End cleaning 2490 255

"Out of season lock ticket through 

the Telemark canal. (Skien-Norsjø)" 2000 205

"Out of season lock ticket through 

the Telemark canal. (Skien-Dalen)" 6000 615

Liability reduction 4900 510

Paddleboard 124 per day 13 per day

Electric-Scooter 150 per day 15 per day

Early check-in 1000 105

Late check-out 1000 105

Bedding 100 10

Bath towel 75 8

Indoor parking 240 per day 25 per day

Bring a dog 150 per day 15 per day

20 GB Wifi 400 42

Starter Kit 600 62

Premium Kit 175 rent per day 18 rent per day

Captains Kit 90 rent per day 10 rent per day

Captain during the trip 5212 per day 535 per day

Training for 2 hours 2500 256

Rental of 1 table and 2 chairs 125 per day 13 per day

Rent Coffee Maker 150 15

Rent Nespresso machine 500 50

Rental Kettle 50 5
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CHARGING NETWORK

WHERE CAN I CHARGE THE BOAT?
There are 7 fast chargers established at the 
Telemark canal and Telemark coastline. In 
addition to established fast chargers, you can 
charge the boat on all piers that have 16A 
charging current (this is available on most piers). 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO  
CHARGE THE BOAT?
Just like renting an electric car, the boat you rent 
will be fully charged when you pick it up and you 
will also pay for the electricity you use.
You have to expect between NOK 500-1000 in 
charging current per week. (The equivalent boat 
with diesel power would cost about NOK 3500 
per week.)

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE 
TO CHARGE THE BOAT?
It takes about 3 hours to charge 
80% of the battery. 

WHAT IS THE RANGE OF THE BOATS?
In the same way as with an electric car, small 
adjustments in speed give large effects on range. 
The range of the boats, on the other hand, is very 
long if you keep a calm pace. You will at all times 
have an overview of how much power is left on 
a display on the boat. If you’ll drive 5.0 knots, 
which is the maximum allowed speed at the 
Telemark Canal, you will be able to drive around 
100 km. 

Examples of range in headwind: 
4.9 knots = 57.6 nm 
5.6 knots = 43.9 nm,  
6.2 knots = 33.5 nm 
7.5 = 20.9 nm

HOW LONG IS THE LONGEST DISTANCE  
BETWEEN TWO CHARGING POINTS?
The longest distance between two charging 
points will be between Kviteseid and Lunde, 
this distance is 23.7 nm (nautical mile) or  
about 43 km. 
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